
Layher®

M o r e  P o s s i b i l i t i e s .  T h e  S c a f f o l d i n g  S y s t e m .M o r e  P o s s i b i l i t i e s .  T h e  S c a f f o l d i n g  S y s t e m .



Love of the product

Urge for innovation

Expertise of decades

Partnership with the customer

We want to go right to the top for you.

As a family firm, the subject of scaffolding has

been intriguing us for generations. There’s almost

nobody who knows more about building scaffol-

ding than we do. We’d be glad to pass on our

fund of experience to you. With intelligent soluti-

ons and products that make your everyday work

easier, that give attention to the details and that

are unbeatable for cost effectiveness. Our compe-

tence and advice are available to you at any time,

plus invaluable tips and information. Your success

is our goal.

What sustains us.
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For life, growth, progress.

Layher as a supplier of modern scaffolding

systems creates a symbol: a structured frame at

the centre of which is Man, with his needs, ideas

and activities. A constructive element, open for

new thoughts, with room for development and

innovation. The breadth of the company’s products

is reflected in the versatility of its inner workings:

system solutions for every requirement, flexible

use, forward-looking planning.

Layher products 

offer decisive advantages: 

all developments are oriented 

toward benefits and practical use.

High cost efficiency

Optimum versatility 

Smooth assembly

Long life

Compatibility thanks to 

identical system geometry
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More possibilities. With innovation into the future.

The symbol for the future.
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A solid setup.

The Layher SpeedyScaf®

system in steel and

aluminium revolutionizes

facade scaffolding 

construction. From now

on, all steel products are 

hot-dip galvanized

1965

Start of 

manufacture of

tubular steel 

ladders.

1953

”Rohr-Express” 

rolling tower, the 

prototype for all 

rolling scaffolding

towers, with non-

bolted connections

1958

First steel 

scaffolding

1962

Opening of the first

branches in

Frankfurt, Hamburg,

Düsseldorf and

Nuremberg

1951

Production of 

scaffolding ladders

1948

Wilhelm Layher

founds the company.

Production and 

sale of wooden 

agricultural 

equipment.

1945



Layher today:

Cont inuing i ts  successful  course.

Since being founded, Layher has continually

imparted vital new impulses to scaffolding con-

struction and profoundly influenced developments

with its ideas. You too can benefit from this inno-

vative strength. What began with the pioneering

spirit and imagination of one strong-willed visio-

nary has since evolved into a future-oriented com-

pany with more than 1000 dedicated employees all over the

world. Leading in scaffolding technology, forward-

thinking, offering a comprehensive service with an

eye to the market of tomorrow and to the success

of its partners.
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More possibilities. With continuity.

The History of Layher.

Falsework expands

the Layher product

range

1969

Layher Allround ®

scaffolding: 

an epoch-making

invention

1974

The cassette roof

and the interim hall

offer optimum 

protection against

weather and the

environment.

1984

The seating and 

staging system is

ready for its “grand

entrance“.

1985

Building up of 

sales in eastern

Germany

1990

Layher Protect-System – a world first;

the keder sheet roof – 

a  true lightweight; 

both of them open up 

new fields of business

1998

1970

Foundation of

the first 

subsidiary in

Switzerland

1972

Holland

1980

France

1986

UK, 

USA, 

Sweden

1991

Spain

1994

Italy Poland, 

South 

America

1999

Canada
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The Layher system advantages

Precise fitting

High availability

Expertise

Safety

Value retention

Holistic thinking.

Rolling towers

Protective systems

Allround® scaffolding

Event systems

Falsework



Layher …

… makes more possible.

The inventive spirit of Layher is not restricted 

to the development of high-quality products. We

think holistically. We’re customer-oriented. That

benefits our partners and is one of the reasons for

our market leadership and the high degree of

acceptance for Layher all over the world. 

The Layher product range at a glance

SpeedyScaf® scaffolding 

Allround® scaffolding

Falsework 

Rolling towers

Protective systems

Event systems

Ladders

Accessories

More possibilities.

The Layher scaffolding family 

offers unity yet variety: 

the products are 

interchangeable.
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More possibilities. Time won, costs cut, efficiency increased.

Your benefits

Unbelievably fast

Everything to hand

Always ahead

Creating trust

Representing an asset 

In both products and service.

SpeedyScaf® scaffolding

More possibilities

Accessories

Ladders
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The extra possibilities from Layher

are a recurring theme throughout

our company.

If you want to be successful on the market today,

you need partners. We believe in teamwork: in

everybody doing what they do best. Our role here

is to develop and produce scaffolding systems

and offer a service programme that relieves you

of as much as possible. We know you want to

erect scaffolding, not do administrative work. You’re interested

in economic efficiency and practical operation.

It’s not the individual product and not the high

technical performance, but the complete problem

solution and skilful application to individual requi-

rements that make our work so invaluable for

customers all over the world. The intelligent inter-

action of all forces is what puts us ahead of our

competitors and hence pays off for you too. New

fields of business and additional income sources

are tapped. That’s the more that Layher makes

possible – use it for yourself and for your future.

Discover the extra value and 

potential of Layher.
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More possibilities. The scaffolding System.

Layher – More possibilities.
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The Layher system advantages

Precision fitting

Flexible use

Extensive and complete range of components

Comprehensive type approvals for both 

steel and aluminium
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More possibilities. Thanks to high cost efficiency.

Layher SpeedyScaf® System

Your benefit

Saves time in assembly and dismantling – 

ergonomically comfortable handling

Suitable for any trade, usable with other Layher systems and products

Project-based standard lengths – 0.73 and 1.09 meters wide 

depending on loads and applications

Safe and sure in use

i n  s t e e l  a n d  a l u m i n i u m .

The economical one

Fast .  Safe.  Complete.

With a few basic elements and a few basic

operations, this classic Layher scaffolding will

provide you at lightning speed with a safe foun-

dation for any job. It has been the leading frame

scaffolding on the market for decades now, and

with this unbeatably fast yet strong and safe

system you can cope with almost every requirement. Layher

SpeedyScaf ® can be used profitably both for 

scaffolding work and for building trades thanks to

its versatile and well-thought-out parts range.
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The Layher system advantages

Ingenious connector technology

Comprehensive range of parts

Precision

Approvals



The original one.

Ingenious. Strong. No Limits.

Intelligence sets standards. Layher Allround®

scaffolding has become established on the market

as a synonym for modular scaffolding. With its

unique technology, the Allround® connector has

superseded conventional scaffolding connection

techniques. The original offers an unparalleled

variety of uses: on any construction site, in the chemical 

industry, in power stations, aircraft maintenance

and shipyards, and in theatres and arenas, it does

full justice to its reputation as an allrounder.

Whether it’s a working, protecting, facade or sup-

porting scaffold; whether it’s an indoor, rolling or

overhead scaffold – even for the trickiest floor

layouts and architectural features and with strin-

gent safety requirements – we’re there to help

you and we have decades of application experien-

ce to back us up. 
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More possibilities. The original.

Your benefit

8 connections in one plane, automatic right-angles and flexible 

angle selection, self-locking during assembly, material-saving

Limitless use, unbelievable potential, special and one-off solutions; 

can be used with other Layher systems and products

Time saved in assembly – safe handling

Only system with two connector and one facade approval

Layher Allround®Scaffolding
i n  s t e e l  a n d  a l u m i n i u m .
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The Layher system advantages

Secure snap-in claw

Light and handy aluminium parts

Stability

TÜV-tested, GS-approved

Complete range of towers to meet every need



The mobile ones

Lightweight. Flexible. Secure.

There are rolling towers – and then there are rol-

ling towers: vast potential thanks to a perfected

design that was thought out and tested down to

the last detail for your benefit. Lots of space for

stowing tools and materials. Lots of freedom to

move. Stability for safe working at dizzying

heights. Either indoors or outdoors. All these features make

the Layher rolling tower family a highly esteemed

product in trades and industry.
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More possibilities. Because everything’s there.

Layher Rolling Tower Family.

Your benefits

Safe and easy one-man assembly

A real plus when it comes to assembly, use and transportation

A strong feeling of safety for concentration while working

Safety certified to the latest German standards

A few basic parts – suitable for a wide variety of rolling tower types
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Cassette Roof

Stable.  Far- reaching.  System-independent .

The adaptable ”big brother” of Layher’s keder sheet

roof is for spanning big gaps and taking heavier

loads: an enormously stable and versatile interim

weather protection for use on every scaffolding

system. The Layher cassette roof can be opened

for material transport at any point. Translucent

elements provide the necessary illumination. The

cassette technology itself has a bracing effect and

hence saves on material and allows it to be walked

on. That’s technology that sets standards.

Your benefits

Simple erection to suit site conditions, 

overall assembly very weight-saving

Safe thanks to the enormous load capacity, 

rated for frequent use

No time-consuming bolting work, 

rapid cassette assembly

Can be mounted regardless of the system, 

existing scaffolding can be used as a basis

The Layher system advantages

Minimum of components

Stability

Patented wedge connection

Independence

Keder Sheet Roof.

Fast. Lightweight. Inexpensive.

This economical weather protection system in

lightweight design and attractive appearance can

be assembled in next to no time and without using

a crane: a convincingly inexpensive and complete

solution for spanning small and medium-sized gaps.

Whether as a double-pitch, mono-pitch or asym-

metrical roof, for use in refurbishment work or to

protect stage areas – this system is guaranteed

to be useful.

Your benefits

Assembly without crane

Unbelievably fast assembly

Used as a roof, but can be expanded into a complete 

hall using the keder sheet wall

Attention-getting, good for the image

The Layher system advantages

Lightweight aluminium parts

Claw connection

Versatility in every direction

Attractive appearance
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More possibilities. With all-round protection.

Protect-System 

Unique.  Tight .  Versat i le .

The futuristic development from Layher. The Protect-

System caters for maximum protective requirements.

Whether it’s asbestos removal, sandblasting work,

protection from noise or from the weather, or the

protection of passers-by, its appearance and tech-

nology are impressive. With its sophisticated

details and adaptability to the SpeedyScaf® and

Allround® scaffolding systems, this unique system

will open up a whole new field of business for you

– your competitive advantage.

Layher Protective Systems.

Your benefits

Solves everyday and ever-stricter environmental 

requirements in one system, with wall, light, sound-

proofed and roof elements

Long life, no write-off of sheets, economical

Fits well, quickly and easily, with low unit weights

Passed as safe for buildings up to 90 m high

Opens up new fields of business for you

The Layher system advantages

Modular

Reusability

Handling

Safety 

Imaginative  
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Stages and platforms

Made to amaze.

Your benefits

High load-bearing capacity, rapid assembly and 

dismantling

Can be expanded as required, variable floor plans

Caters for requirements with a variety of roof and 

support systems

The Layher system advantages

Allround base

Basic unit

Expandable
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More possibilities. In sport, culture, environment and entertainment.

Whether it’s a village festival, a rock concert, a

sporting event or a theatre production, Layher

seating and staging systems promise a successful

performance. Thanks to their flexible system tech-

nology and handy individual parts, you can put up

amazing things, either indoors or outdoors. Safe

and secure.

Layher Event Systems.

Layher seating

On tour  wor ldwide.

Your benefits

High load-bearing capacity, rapid erection and 

dismantling, flexible assembly, choice of accessories

Series material, rapid availability, 

Easy to transport and store, palletizable

Individualized problem solutions

The Layher system advantages

Substructure Allround®

Standard solutions

Handy components

Special design

Applications:

Stage sets, camera towers

Rigs for amplifiers and loudspeakers

Rigs for lighting

Speakers’ booths

Indoor and outdoor events (climbing towers)

Halfpipes (skating)

Ski jumps

Forums for talks and panels

Exhibition stands
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Layher Accessories

The versatile problem solvers.

Layher knows all about the value of

accessories and offers a complete and compre-

hensive range from a single source. Inexpensive,

dependable and system-independent:

Steel and aluminium beams

Couplers, scaffold tubes

Castors, jacks

Pallets, hoists

Sheeting and netting

Anchors, hardware

Layher Falsework

The strong one.

This classic support scaffolding system can safely

take on even the heaviest loads and can be

assembled manually from a few parts.

Your benefits

Up to 20 kN per tower, expandable to 50 kN by concentration

Logical assembly sequence, exact height adjustment, type-tested

Safety thanks to load-locking connection

Saves time and costs

The Layher system advantages

Load-bearing capacity

Tower assembly

Claw connection

Easy to transport
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More possibilities. Thanks to a comprehensive range.

Layher Decks

So you can stand f i rm.

You’re safe with these: at Layher you have a free

choice. And the right deck for every application.

All in the familiar Layher high quality – all thought

out down to the last detail.

Layher Ladders

For  the professional  user.

Uncompromising quality and perfect workmanship

ensure your safety and make Layher ladders the

proven companion in trades and industry.

Your benefits

Steel, aluminium, wood, 

aluminium/plywood combination

Weight-optimized, precise fitting, and quick 

and easy to assemble and dismantle 

thanks to the Layher claw.

Long life, maximum safety, high strength

The Layher system advantages

Varied range

Handling

Quality and workmanship

Your benefits

For every application

Long life, tested stability

Rungs, steps and special ladders

The Layher system advantages

Available in wood 

and aluminium

Quality

Varied range

Layher Falsework, Ladders, Accessories,
Decks.
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Made by Layher

World-famous.

In Germany, where our production is located, you

can rely on a large stock of serial scaffolding

material. You profit from the short-term availabili-

ty of our material even for ”surprise“ or major

orders. Dependability that counts when orders are

placed.

Layher in Germany

24 branches and 16 delivery warehouses nationwide.

Layher international

Subsidiaries:

Argentina, Canada, France, Great Britain, Italy,

Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

USA.

Distribution partners:

Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,

Finland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Japan, Luxem-

bourg, Norway, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia,

Slovenia, Yugoslavia and many other countries.

We’re there for you. 

Whenever and wherever you need us. 
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More possibilities. By achieving visions.

To reach your goals,

you must  v isual ise them.. .

Innovative structures

It’s immaterial whether it’s development and

expansion of internal structures or of the Layher

network – we keep the efficient channels open

for you that are necessary today. That’s why

dependable and unbureaucratic availability of

material and know-how are our priority goal. 

Innovative products

open up new fields of business for you in the

future too. They’ll put you ahead. And all product

developments will also follow our philosophy in the

future to achieve optimum economic efficiency:

safe, ergonomically optimized and value-retai-

ning. In proven quality. Made by Layher.

Enduring partnership

Our aim of entering an enduring partnership with

you is on our mind every day. We make your

requirements our own. As a full range supplier,

we are available to you with our competence,

with valuable hints and with information.

We look forward to working 

with you. 

Visions? Innovations!



Wilhelm Layher GmbH & Co. KG
Scaffolding Grandstands Ladders

Post Box 40
D-74361 Güglingen-Eibensbach
Phone: **49-7135-700
Fax: **49-7135-70372
e-mail: info@layher-gerueste.de
http://www.layher-gerueste.de

ПРОДАЖ ПРОДУКЦІЇ ЗАВОДУ LAYHER В УКРАЇНІ - WWW.JSA-STAGE.COM  / +380 44 361 48 48




